Genetic variation in contemporary South Asian populations follows a northwest to southeast decreasing cline of shared West Eurasian ancestry. A growing body of ancient DNA evidence is being used to build increasingly more realistic models of demographic changes in the last few thousand years. Through high-quality modern genomes, these models can be tested for gene and genome level deviations. Using local ancestry deconvolution and masking, we reconstructed population-specific surrogates of the two main ancestral components for more than 500 samples from 25 South Asian populations and showed our approach to be robust via coalescent simulations. Our f3 and f4 statistics-based estimates reveal that the reconstructed haplotypes are good proxies for the source populations that admixed in the area and point to complex interpopulation relationships within the West Eurasian component, compatible with multiple waves of arrival, as opposed to a simpler one wave scenario. Our approach also provides reliable local haplotypes for future downstream analyses. As one such example, the local ancestry deconvolution in South Asians reveals opposite selective pressures on two pigmentation genes (SLC45A2 and SLC24A5) that are common or fixed in West Eurasians, suggesting post-admixture purifying and positive selection signals, respectively.
Introduction
Archeological and anthropological evidence points to a longterm human occupation of South Asia, dating the earliest anatomically modern humans dispersal in Indian subcontinent to at least 50 thousand years ago (ka) (Mellars et al. 2013; Bae et al. 2017 ). Genomic studies have described the South Asian genetic landscape as a composite of West Eurasian and East Asian exogenous components that mixed with the autochthonous South Asian groups in the last 10 ka (Reich et al. 2009; Chaubey et al. 2011; Metspalu et al. 2011; Moorjani et al. 2013; Basu et al. 2016; Lazaridis et al. 2016; Damgaard et al. 2018; Narasimhan et al. 2018; Pathak et al. 2018) .
The two main components (i.e., autochthonous South Asian and West Eurasian) of Indian genetic variation form one of the deepest splits among non-African groups, which took place when South Asian populations separated from East Asian and Andamanese populations, shortly after having separated from West Eurasian populations (Mondal et al. 2016; Narasimhan et al. 2018) . Thus, arguably these two components separated from each other for more than 40 ka (Jouganous et al. 2017; Terhorst et al. 2017) . Methods estimating shared genetic drift based on allele frequency differences (Patterson et al. 2012 ) have been used to elucidate the relative proportions of these ancestry components within modern South Asian populations (Reich et al. 2009 ). Additionally, the increasing availability of ancient DNA sequences has significantly improved our understanding of the time frame as well as the exact genetic makeup of the populations involved in past demographic events (Damgaard et al. 2018; Narasimhan et al. 2018 ). However, due to lowcoverage data in most cases, ancient DNA is inherently limited in providing phased haplotypes. Furthermore, the limited sample size of the ancient populations makes it difficult to provide accurate population-level allele frequency estimates. For instance, there seems to be a lack of unadmixed ancient samples from South Asia, which makes it difficult to assess ancestral components of modern populations in the region.
Here, we propose a complementary method, similar to a previous study (Johnson et al. 2011) , to harness the information embedded within the ancient DNA informed models, on good quality genomic data. This approach starts from genomes available from extant populations and maximizes the available information on the autochthonous "South Asian" and broader "West Eurasian" genetic components that can be observed in contemporary South Asian components, regardless of the number of admixture waves. We additionally introduce a new technique to create complete genomes from ancestry assigned genomic chunks. In this way, the modern genomes are seen as being arranged together from pieces of a jigsaw of ancient haplotypes that met and recombined in South Asia, during the last 10 ka. Following what has already been attempted for recently admixed populations (Pagani et al. 2012; Moreno-Estrada et al. 2013; Montinaro et al. 2017) , one can extract these genomic regions and study them separately by combining existing and thoroughly tested methods. The benefit of this approach stems from our ability to make use of existing highquality whole genomes, which can be deconvoluted to identify the genetic makeup of the West Eurasian and South Asian populations that admixed to form contemporary South Asians and that are now extinct in their unadmixed form. The real picture might be more complicated involving multiple components in modern South Asian genomes (Narasimhan et al. 2018 ). However, we only used source populations targeting these two major and deeply diverged components and only picked high probability regions for these two ancestral components during deconvolution, to minimize the effects of present complex structure.
Moreover, these two ancestral populations had undergone $40,000 years of independent evolution, including adaptation to different selective pressures. After their arrival in South Asia ($5 ka) (Moorjani et al. 2013; Narasimhan et al. 2018) , some West Eurasian alleles may have contributed positively or negatively to the fitness of local populations, hence leaving a signature of locus-specific admixture imbalance, which could be detected in modern South Asians.
We applied the proposed local ancestry approach to 25 Pakistani and Indian populations and focused on their West Eurasian (N) and South Asian (S) genomic ancestries, further exploring events of post-admixture recent adaptation as well as pinpointing the ancestral source of a set of phenotypeinformative alleles. The retrieved genetic information provides the ideal substrate for subsequent analyses aimed to unveil the dynamics of the past 50 ka of human occupation in the area.
Results

Principal Component and Admixture Analyses
Using simulated data, we were able to show that our PCAdmix and masking approach is capable of effectively retrieving West Eurasian (N) and South Asian (S) haplotypes from admixed individuals, and that the Ancestral Random Breeder (ARB) individuals we created correctly cluster within the actual source populations (which were simulated to admix 5 ka to form India-like group) on Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (supplementary fig. 1 , Supplementary Material online). We also observed that both masking and ARB approaches retrieve a good fraction of the original population heterozygosity (see Materials and Methods). Once applied on the actual single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array genotypes, our results show that reconstructed ARB_N samples occupy the area between Near East/Caucasus and Pakistan (close to Iranians and Lezgins), whereas reconstructed ARB_S tend to form two distinct clusters, one containing all the Indian IndoEuropean and Dravidian speaking populations, falling near Paniya and Irula, the other including Austroasiatic speaking populations (Birhor_S and Santhal_S) probably being attracted by the East Asian populations ( fig. 1) . The separation of the N and S clusters can be observed both along the West/South Asia axis and Andaman/East Asia axis, correlated with the placement of modern populations. To control for potential artificial reduction of genetic diversity introduced by the ARB procedure at loci with decreased availability of S or N haplotypes for a given population, we reported the fraction of a given population genome where <5 S or N haplotypes are available (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online). Notably the scatter and positioning of ARB individuals on the PCA appears to be not correlated with such a fraction, since populations with reduced availability of S haplotypes (such as the Brahui_S, fig. 1 ) cluster together with other populations, such as Gujaratis_S, where either the higher fraction of S component or the higher number of available samples enable a better representation of the original S diversity (supplementary fig. 2 , Supplementary Material online, see Materials and Methods). Masked samples (MASK_N and MASK_S) provided similar results, however their projected placement on PCA was wide due to missing information (introduced by the masking process itself), especially for MASK_S individuals (supplementary fig. 3 , Supplementary Material online). Results were similar using Iranians, a modern population that is deemed to be closer to the West Eurasian groups that moved to South Asia, instead of French as a putative source for the N component (supplementary fig. 4a , Supplementary Material online), and more scattered when using North Indians and Onge as sources for N and S components (supplementary fig. 4b , Supplementary Material online).
Additionally, we projected ancient samples analyzed by Narasimhan et al. (2018) onto the PCA of our collection of modern populations and ARB individuals (supplementary fig.  5 , Supplementary Material online). We did not observe substantial differentiation between ancient and modern samples from the South Asian region. Reconstructed ARB_N and MASK_N individuals were settled between ancient Steppe and Iran/Turan samples suggesting a successful extraction of the West Eurasian component via our approach.
ADMIXTURE analysis with a subset of the SNP array data set presents Gujarati population as a mixture of ARB_N and ARB_S components (supplementary fig. 6 , Supplementary Material online). Additionally, Onge seems to have its own component which is not observed in Gujaratis, suggesting Paniya to be a better S source for the deconvolution method.
Ancestry-Specific Analyses of South Asian Human Genomes . doi:10.1093/molbev/msz037 MBE PCA results based on 1000 Genomes data attest to the appropriateness of our approach to sequence data as well (supplementary fig. 7 , Supplementary Material online), though the lack of a Paniya-like population in the sequence-based data set and the putative higher N fraction present within Indian Telugu in the UK (ITU), the population we chose as South Asian source for the ancestry deconvolution, leads to a loss of precision, despite the absence of SNP ascertainment biases. We speculate that higher S ancestry estimation in the sequence data compared with the SNP array data (SNP array mean Gujaratis ancestry proportions: S ¼ 0.20, N ¼ 0.45, and Unknown ¼ 0.35; sequence data MBE mean Gujaratis ancestry proportions: S ¼ 0.67, N ¼ 0.12, and Unknown ¼ 0.21) might indeed be due to the alleged presence of a sizeable N component within ITU, which causes Gujarati Indian in Houston, TX (GIH) individuals to yield a substantially greater S proportion ($70%) compared with Gujaratis from SNP array, hence resulting in reduction of diversity and separate clustering of the ARB_N cluster on PCA plot.
Frequency-Based Analyses
To prevent ARB from introducing alterations to the original allele frequency spectrum, we used the MASK_S and MASK_N samples for a set of frequency-based analyses on SNP array data. Outgroup f3 results show, among the top scoring populations, different proxies for different MASK_N and MASK_S representatives (supplementary table 2, Supplementary Material online). Most of the reconstructed masked populations tend to have the highest scores when compared against their original unmasked population in both N and S groups. We repeated the analysis, now including ancient samples (Narasimhan et al. 2018) representative of the South Asian component, since Paniya, the population used as source, shows 25% of West Eurasian affinity in qpAdm). qpGraph analyses based on a representative set of MASK_N and MASK_S populations, however, showed that both masked groups can be represented as unadmixed West Eurasian or South Asian populations, respectively (supplementary fig. 9b -d, Supplementary Material online). More in details, the MASK_S populations can be modeled through a tree with only minor influence from Onge (supplementary fig. 9b , Supplementary Material online), which still maintains few f4 outliers, or through a slightly more complex tree (supplementary fig. 9c , Supplementary Material online) free from any outliers, in any case confirming the relatively homogeneous preadmixture S substrate (also referred to as AASI by Narasimhan et al. 2018 ) already highlighted by PCA. On the other hand, the treelike MASK_N model without admixture edges was significantly rejected (supplementary fig. 10a , Supplementary Material online) and the fit between the tree and data could be improved by invoking multiple admixture events (supplementary fig. 9c , Supplementary Material online), although none of our efforts managed to successfully eliminate all f4 outliers. Thus, the MASK_N groups cannot be described as a simple cluster of homogeneous populations, potentially pointing to multiple waves of arrival of West Eurasian components in the region. Importantly, the addition of an admixture edge from West Eurasian (Steppe_EMBA) into MASK_S or from South Asian (Onge) into MASK_N decreased the overall model fit of each qpGraph and increased the number of outlier f4 statistics, hence pointing to the lack of residual admixture in either of the masked populations. We further decomposed the reconstructed N ancestry with qpAdm, using various West Eurasian populations. Our results (supplementary fig. 10b , Supplementary Material online) confirm the heterogeneity within the N haplotypes already inferred with qpAdm and points to Armenia_MLBA as one of the putative major genetic contributor. As a proof of principle, we then moved on and constructed a simplified qpGraph where ancient populations already reported as a mixture of West Eurasian and South Asian ancestries (Indus Periphery and SGPT from Narasimhan et al. 2018) were described as either a combination of Steppe_EMBA and Onge frequencies (in absence of other South Asian genomes free from any West Eurasian component), or as our MASK_N and MASK_S genomes. Although the oversimplifications inherently present in the tested trees did not allow for appropriate removal of f2 and f4 outliers in any case, the overall final scores obtained when using S and N as admixture sources were up to one order of magnitude smaller than with their Onge/Steppe counterparts (supplementary fig. 11 , Supplementary Material online).
We followed up these preliminary explorations and included N (represented by Gujaratis_N) and S (represented by Irula_S) within a more comprehensive qpGraph aimed at yielding the broader picture of involved ancestries. The obtained qpGraph ( fig. 2) has no f2 or f4 outliers and shows S to trifurcate from East Asian and Andamanese groups (here represented by Han Chinese and Onge). Notably all Ancestry-Specific Analyses of South Asian Human Genomes . doi:10.1093/molbev/msz037 MBE alternative trees invoking earlier splits of East Asians or Andamanese yielded higher final scores and f4 outliers, pointing to the slightly early separation of S as the best possible trifurcation. Also, alternative models reverting the directionality of admixture between precursors of S and of Steppe_EMBA increased the number of f4 outliers.
Phenotype-Informative SNPs
We compiled a list of phenotype-informative SNPs (Mathieson et al. 2015; Gelabert et al. 2017; van de Loosdrecht et al. 2018 ) and identified allele frequency differences between MASK_N and MASK_S genotypes (supplementary table 3, Supplementary Material online) to putatively link the presence of each SNP in South Asians to the arrival of the N component in the region, using the 1000 Genome GIH sequence data to maximize SNP coverage. Before interpreting these results, we calculated the genomewide distribution of derived allele frequency differences between the source populations we used for the PCAdmix deconvolution on sequence data (Toscani in Italy [TSI] and ITU), and we calculated the same distribution between the GIH_N and GIH_S derived allele frequencies ( fig. 3 ). These two distributions provided us with a reliability range, since moderate differentiation between the two PCAdmix sources (x axis, fig. 3 ) may influence the efficacy of the deconvolution process, whereas a small allelic differentiation between the GIH_S and GIH_N sequences (y axis, fig. 3 ) may point to a genuine similarity between the two components or to a poor PCAdmix performance for a specific region. We, therefore, identified the top and bottom 2.5% of each distribution and considered as reliable only information falling within the overlap of these highly differentiated ends of each axis (the area of the plot represented by the four peripheral square sections in fig. 3 ). By doing this, we were able to concentrate on SNPs which were differentiated between two source populations and which were also successfully assigned to the right masked counterparts (GIH_N or GIH_S). Highly positive values on the y axis suggest that the introduction of a given SNP in contemporary South Asians (here represented by GIH) can be conservatively attributed to the N ancestry (for cases such as SLC45A2 pigmentation allele in Europeans), whereas negative values reflect a high presence of a given allele within the S ancestry (for the case of DHCR7/NADSYN1). Other markers of interest, such as rs4988235 (associated with lactase persistence, directly upstream of LCT), rs12913832 in OCA2/HERC2, associated with pigmentation/eye color) and rs1800890 (in immune regulator IL-10) among others are shown as predominantly present within the N ancestry but do not meet our stringent acceptance criteria exemplified in figure 3 . Notably, the SLC24A5 allele responsible for fair skin in West Eurasians falls within the unreliable area of the plot, appearing as weakly differentiated between the N and S ancestries. We followed up this result and explored the haplotype background of the SLC24A5 (rs1426654) variant using Haplostrips and discovered that both MASK_S and MASK_N haplotypes display the same "West Eurasian" haplotype (supplementary fig. 12 , Supplementary Material online). This may point to a deeply shared ancestry between S and N at this locus or, more plausibly and as already shown by our reliability threshold ( fig. 3) , to inaccuracy in our PCAdmix ancestry deconvolution at this locus due to the high presence of this specific haplotype in both (West Eurasian and South Asian) source populations as a consequence of the high West Eurasian component in ITU. The absence of the rs1426654 "European" allele in other South Asian populations such as Onge and Birhor, as well as in any East Asian group seems to lend further support to the latter scenario. Our results point, regardless, to a high frequency of this haplotype in South Asia, reported as under MBE selection in West Eurasia in the last 10 ka (Pickrell et al. 2009; Mathieson et al. 2015) .
Local Admixture Imbalance between Ancestral Components in South Asian Populations
Since their separation $40 ka, the N and S ancestry components (Mondal et al. 2016) , are likely to have undergone adaptation to different West Eurasian and South Asian environments. The "N" alleles, once introduced into South Asia and exposed to the local environment could have had either beneficial or damaging effects on the resulting admixed populations. Given the time frame since the previous N/S admixture ($5 ka), the interaction between the newly introduced N variants in the South Asian environment may have resulted in regional deviations from the expected admixture proportions, pushing the local N admixture fraction upward or downward depending on whether a given N haplotype had a positive or negative impact on the fitness of the admixed population. We looked for these local admixture fluctuations by calculating Ancestral Haplotype Frequency Difference (AHFD) on SNP array data for all 25 South Asian populations separately and tested whether these highly deviated regions are shared by different South Asian populations, suggesting the action of long-term ($5 ky) selective forces and mitigating the confounding effect of population-specific random processes. Both our simulated data and real data failed normality tests for local single ancestry deviation (LSAD), local single ancestry deviation corrected (LSADC) as well as AHFD (data not shown). We suspect from our simulation that this is caused by a ceiling effect (as frequency of ancestry should be within 0 and 1). Thus, all the further results were converted to percentile as it is nonparametric. We found that AHFD is slightly more robust than the previously published methods from our simulation data (supplementary fig. 13 , Supplementary Material online) in case of missing or unknown ancestry present in the data. In case of no missing data, they are interchangeable (see Materials and Methods). Ancestry-Specific Analyses of South Asian Human Genomes . doi:10.1093/molbev/msz037 MBE shared biases of ancestry contribution in different populations (for more details see Materials and Methods). We then manually examined the most extreme 5/18569 regions for both the N and S component and annotated the genes they included (table 1) as representative of the underlying peaks, and reported all windows where at least 10 population showed significant admixture imbalance in supplementary table 4, Supplementary Material online.
One of the top five 10 SNP windows showing excess of N ancestry in most analyzed populations encompasses the SETD5 genic regions, potentially involved in regulation of insulin sensitivity (Palmer et al. 2015; Walford et al. 2016 ) (table 1). Zinc finger proteins (ZNF681, 726, 254) linked with colorectal cancer due to diet (Figueiredo et al. 2014 ) and HLA, a key immunity gene (Fairfax et al. 2012) . The latter finding, although potentially important to elucidate the impact of the N/S admixture on the immune system of modern South Asians, maybe be due to balancing selection in ancient source populations or may as well be driven by ascertainment biases inherent to the SNP array data we used.
The top window showing excess of S ancestry (table 1) encompasses the SLC45A2 gene, reported to play an important role in skin and eye pigmentation in West Eurasians (Mathieson et al. 2015; Crawford et al. 2017; Martin et al. 2017) , tanning (Visconti et al. 2018) , and squamous cell carcinoma (Chahal et al. 2016 ) and already observed in our independent, SNP-based test (fig. 3 ).
Discussion
In this work, we demonstrate that haplotypes belonging to the broad N and S ancestries can still be retrieved from admixed South Asian contemporary groups even if the original source populations are no longer available, despite the long time since the gene flow event and even if the arrival of N in the area may have occurred through multiple waves or mediated by structured populations (Narasimhan et al. 2018 ). Nevertheless, we acknowledge that the process might introduce a slight bias toward the source populations as shown in our outgroup f3 tests where the source populations used are often present among the top populations after other masked N and S individuals. Given the comparable results obtained when using French or Iranians (a population deemed to be closer to the actual N component) as a West Eurasian source population during the ancestry deconvolution, we believe our choice of using French for the bulk of our analyses should mitigate the observed bias and allow for a reliable interpretation of the observed MASK_N and ARB_N components. Although providing somewhat similar results, using Onge as South Asian source and Pathan, a Northern South Asian population, as the West Eurasian source drastically reduces the fraction of confidently assigned genome and creates scattered MASK_S groups on PCA space (supplementary fig. 4b , Supplementary Material online), possibly due to the high genetic distance between Onge and S ( fig. 2) .
Despite the possible biases, our method provides substantial advantage as it yields full genomes for reconstructed population-specific surrogates of West Eurasian and South Asian source populations to be used for a wide range of analyses hence complementing the available low-coverage and low-quantity aDNA, which is currently not available for unadmixed South Asian ancient populations (also known as AASI). The S component we extracted, therefore, might be used as a proxy for "AASI" and seem to pinpoint its origin from a trifurcation involving S, East Asians and Andamanese ( fig. 2) . However, it is important to note that similarly straightforward demographic reconstructions may not be possible for the N component, as it is a mixture of all West Eurasian contributions to modern South Asian populations. We caution that our approach is specifically designed to disentangle West Eurasian from South Asian components and, hence, additional components (i.e., East Asian) documented for certain Austroasiatic groups may be masked as "unknown" or equally embedded within the N and S masked genomes.
Through qpGraph, we showed that the retrieved South Asian N haplotypes are comparable in their genetic composition to the mixture of West Eurasian groups initially defined by Reich et al. (2009) , whereas the S component of most South Asian populations reconstructed here appears to be a good proxy for the AASI component described by Narasimhan et al. (2018) , that is, a South Asian population with no detectable West Eurasian or East Asian ancestry. MBE Overall, we believe the availability of authentic West Eurasian and South Asian haplotypes yielded by our approach, as opposed to inferred allele frequencies, is invaluable for downstream applications and we showed that our S and N genomes may serve as good genetic data to reconstruct modern and ancient admixture events. From a functional viewpoint, allele frequency differences between N and S suggest that certain phenotypic traits in India might have been associated with different ancestry sources. The clearest example of extreme functional allele polarization by ancestry is represented by the SLC45A2 European allele (rs16891982-G) which is predominantly explained by the N ancestry. Other examples of alleles linked with the N ancestry are represented by the MCM6/LCT Lactase Persistence allele (rs4988235-A) which appear to have arrived in the region mediated by the N ancestry. Though it is important to note that our source populations for the sequence-based deconvolution method, which are ITU and TSI, have very similar frequencies for this allele, meaning that this position does not meet our stringent acceptance criteria.
We also show that the interaction between alleles that were highly polarized between the two ancestry sources that admixed in South Asia caused patterns of admixture imbalance across the majority of sampled groups, hence unlikely explainable by population specific random drift, and perhaps due to positive or negative environmental pressures. Interestingly, we report how loci that include genes involved with diabetes (SETD5), diet (ZNF) and the immune response (HLA) show West Eurasian (N) haplotypes to be significantly more represented compared with the South Asian (S) counterparts. This might be a stark contrast to what is expected, given the long-term history of local adaptation of S haplotypes in local environment. We speculate that the diet-related signal may be linked with post-Neolithic dietary shifts that might have followed the arrival of the West Eurasian component in the area, whereas the overrepresentation of West Eurasian HLA haplotypes might have some similarity, although at a different time scale, with what has happened in Native American populations after recent colonization likely caused by European borne epidemic (Lindo et al. 2016) .
On the other hand, the top region for significant enrichment of South Asian ancestry includes the rs16891982-G allele of SLC45A2 gene (associated with light skin pigmentation in West Eurasians), suggesting purifying selection at this locus following admixture. From an allele frequency perspective ( fig. 3 and supplementary table 3 , Supplementary Material online, obtained from 1000 Genomes sequence data), we can clearly link the derived rs16891982-G allele with West Eurasian N haplotypes, but the overall abundance of these West Eurasian alleles is drastically reduced in 21 out of 25 South Asian populations analyzed here (fig. 4 , dots, based on SNP array data). Such a strong negative pressure against a light pigmentation allele may be explained by the high ultraviolet (UV) radiation at South Asian latitudes and this result seems to be further corroborated by similar N ancestry deficiencies in TYRP1 and BNC2 genes for as many as 11 South Asian populations (supplementary table 4, Supplementary Material online). However, purifying selection against maladaptive light pigmentation alleles in high UV environment is not observed for all pigmentation alleles; in fact, the rs1426654-A allele of the SLC24A5 gene, which explains the highest proportion of skin pigmentation variation in individuals of European versus African ancestry (38%) (Lamason 2005) , and Indians (27%) (Basu Mallick et al. 2013; Juyal et al. 2014) , shows instead an increase of frequency in South Asians (assuming its absence in ancestral South Asians). Furthermore, this locus does not appear as an outlier for the reduction of N haplotypes in North and West SouthAsian populations, despite our ancestry deconvolution is overestimating the A allele frequency in S populations ( fig. 4, squares) . Regardless of the accuracy of the PCAdmix ancestry deconvolution at this specific locus, as cautioned in figure 3 , the West Eurasian rs1426654-A allele shows 95% frequency in 1000 Genomes GIH and is present at high frequency in most analyzed populations. Taken together, our results point to opposite pressures on some West Eurasian alleles involved in skin and eye pigmentation. On one hand, SLC45A2 seem to have undergone some selective pressure that removed most of West Eurasian alleles that arrived in the area after the admixture event. Conversely, the SLC24A5 (rs1426654-A) West Eurasian allele seems to have escaped such a negative pressure perhaps thanks to its apparent neutral role with respect to susceptibility to skin carcinoma caused by UV radiation (Gerstenblith et al. 2010; Chahal et al. 2016) or thanks to its beneficial effect through another yet to be understood phenotype.
In conclusion, our approach allowed us to perform demographic and functional analyses on two major genetic components of South Asia, revealing both novel and confirmatory findings related to genetic structure of the region and providing population-size high-quality ancestral haplotypes (MASK and ARB) ready to be used for downstream applications, especially for analyses which are underpowered in presence of missing data, such as selection tests and haplotype-aware methods. We believe this approach can be extended and applied on other admixed populations where the source populations are no longer available, even in the absence of relevant ancient DNA.
Materials and Methods
Samples
We used SNP array data (initially total 1,286,187 SNPs) from various resources including a total of 565 samples from 28 populations from India and Pakistan (Li et al. 2008; Altshuler et al. 2010; Metspalu et al. 2011; Basu et al. 2016; Pathak et al. 2018 ) (supplementary table 5, Supplementary Material online), merged with 404 modern and 360 ancient reference samples from surrounding regions (Behar et al. 2010; Yunusbayev et al. 2012; Behar et al. 2013; Haak et al. 2015; Yunusbayev et al. 2015; Mörseburg et al. 2016; Narasimhan et al. 2018 ) (supplementary table 6, Supplementary Material online). SNP array data were filtered using PLINK 1.9 (Purcell et al. 2007; Chang et al. 2015) for minor allele frequency <0.01 for the whole sample of populations using the the -maf flag, Ancestry-Specific Analyses of South Asian Human Genomes . doi:10.1093/molbev/msz037 MBE missing call rates for variants <0.03 using the -geno flag and individuals <0.03 using the -mind flag. Additionally, to show the applicability of our methods to sequence data, we used 1000 Genomes phase III data (1000 Genomes Project Consortium et al. 2015 . 1000 Genomes data were refined using VCFtools 0.1.14 (Danecek et al. 2011 ) filtering out SNPs with minor allele frequency <0.01 and multiallelic sites using maf and min-alleles 2 max-alleles 2, respectively.
Local Ancestry Deconvolution (PCAdmix)
PCAdmix uses PCA to infer the ancestry of fixed SNP windows of an admixed population with the help of given source populations (Brisbin et al. 2012) . We set window size to ten SNPs after default LD (linkage disequilibrium) pruning (r 2 > 0.8, based on a built-in window size), a value suggested by the software's developers as the smallest size for reliable resolution and corresponding, on average, to 130 kbp in our data set. Additionally, we only used windows assigned to ancestral proxies with posterior probabilities (provided in the PCAdmix .fbk output) higher than 0.95. Based on simulations, thresholds of 0.90, 0.95, and 0.99 provided similar results (supplementary fig. 15, Supplementary Material online) . For SNP array data, we used French and Paniya as proxies for West Eurasian (N) and South Asian (S) ancestry donors, respectively. Paniya were chosen for their low N component Basu et al. 2016) and alleged similarity to the native S substrate, as opposed to Onge which may represent a deeper split on the South Asian population tree. On the other hand, French were preferred over more obvious West Eurasian populations (such as Iranian or Armenians or even Northern South Asians) to control for potential biases introduced by the ancestry deconvolution process such as artificial similarity of the deconvoluted haplotypes to the source population, or the loss of a percentage of the genome due to low differentiation between two parental proxy populations (supplementary table 1, Supplementary Material online), though we also present the PCA results with Iranians or Pathan (Northern South Asians) as a West Eurasian source, or Onge as South Asian source (supplementary fig. 4 , Supplementary Material online). As good haplotypes are needed for the deconvolution process, only modern populations were considered. For 1000 Genomes data, we used GIH MBE as the admixed population and TSI along with ITU as source populations for the N/S deconvolution, preferring ITU over other South or East Asian available populations to maximize the geographical and genetic affinity of the 1000 Genomes source with Paniya (for whom only SNP array data were available). French (for SNP array data) and Toscani (for 1000 Genomes Data), rather than other West Eurasian populations, were preferred to reduce the risk of any Eastern component presence in the source populations for N component, which would reduce the accuracy of deconvolution. Nevertheless, results were similar using Iranians (for SNP array data) as a putative source for the N component (supplementary fig. 4a, Supplementary Material online) . The selected windows were masked based on their affiliation, yielding MASK_N and MASK_S haplotypes which we used for PCA, f3 and f4 tests, qpAdm and qpGraph via AdmixTools 4.1 as population based proxies of the N and the S ancestry component, respectively (Patterson et al. 2012) . We therefore created MASK_N and MASK_S sets of individuals where, for each haploid individual, the haplotypes of the nonrelevant ancestry were masked out as missing data (e.g., haploid Individual N will carry only information for the sites identified as N by PCAdmix and will have the unknown and S sites masked out).
As PCAdmix requires phased haplotypes, we used SHAPEIT 2 (Delaneau et al. 2012 ) with default options for phasing all the modern samples together without using any reference. We used HapMap b37 genetic map (Altshuler et al. 2010) for SHAPEIT map input.
Constructing ARBs
For each analyzed population (n ¼ 25), we generated a set of ARBs to limit issues related with PCA projection due to the reported shrinkage phenomenon (Haasl et al. 2013) , which can be only partially mitigated in the case of samples with high missingness. ARBs were created for each N and S ancestry, by taking all the MASK_N or MASK_S individuals and replenishing the masked-out haplotypes by randomly picking (with replacement) a nonmasked haplotype from another donor within the same Pop_N or Pop_S population. This process hence created a number of ARB haploid individuals which feature the genetic makeup of the original individual used as a scaffold, and, where not available, a random set of haplotypes from a given ancestry, drawn from that individual's population. The reconstructed ARB population can therefore be seen as a set of random breeders, to be considered as the best available proxy to the actual ancestry source within the studied population. Contrarily to the MASK_N and MASK_S samples, where allele frequencies are kept unaltered within each ancestral component, due to the potential introduction of artificial allele frequency shifts caused by the ARBmaking process, the ARB_N and ARB_S samples, amicably dubbed "Frankensteins," could not be used on frequencybased approaches such as f3/f4, qpAdm and qpGraph. Nevertheless, we show through simulation (see below) that ARB haploid individuals can be used reliably on PCA and ADMIXTURE, hence avoiding the introduction of any projection artifact. Notably the average size of each ten SNPs haplotype deconvoluted using PCAdmix is roughly 130 kbp, a length that is within the range of the expected ancestry chunks after an admixture event that took place between 100 and 200 generations ago (Huerta-S anchez et al. 2014) . Joining of ancestry chunks during the ARB construction procedure is, therefore, expected to have a limited impact on the creation of artificial switches within a given ancestral haplotype.
Alternative Ancestral Random Breeders (ARB2) and Rescued Heterozygosity Estimates
We also tried an alternative way of creating ARBs, working only on a small number of recipient ARB per population, by retaining only positions for which a minimum number of available donor haplotypes were available in a given ancestry status to minimize the donation of the same haplotype to multiple ARBs, and by maximizing the length of the donated haplotype and its affinity to the surrounding sequences of a given receiving ARB, to minimize the number of ancestry switches artificially introduced by the ARB making process. This alternative ARB approach (ARB2) yielded similar PCA results (supplementary fig. 16 , Supplementary Material online) and increased the fraction of rescued heterozygosity at the cost of either reducing sample size or reducing SNP availability. We compared the reduction of expected average genomic heterozygosity between the two ARB making methods by applying N and S masks of 5 Gujarati individuals to five arbitrary Iranians (supplementary fig. 17 , Supplementary Material online), showing MASK and ARB2 to perform better than the initial ARB approach at rescuing the expected average genomic heterozygosity (2pq).
Simulations
We simulated a model for four modern day populations using ms software (uchicago.app.box.com, March 1, 2018) (Hudson 2002) , which is able to generate linked data, as proxies for European, Asian, African, and Indian-like groups (supplementary fig. 18 , Supplementary Material online) to test the applicability of our PCAdmix approach which is fundamentally based on haplotypes. We used the following command line in 22 iterations (corresponding to chromosomes) with seeds (x) ranging from 1 to 22 to produce 10 mega base regions of 20 haplotypes for each population and sample 10 haplotypes from two ancient populations at 9 ka:
ms 80 This yielded 511,540 total SNPs. Parameters for European, Asian, and African populations were selected from Jouganous et al. (2017) . Arbitrary parameters within reasonable ranges relative to parameters for other simulated populations were used for the Indian-like group which was formed as an admixture of ancient European (N) and ancient Asian (S) groups (Ne ¼ 61,520, Ne0 ¼ 25,000, West Eurasia-N and South Asia-S population split ¼ 10 ka, N/S admixture ¼ 5 ka, N Ancestry-Specific Analyses of South Asian Human Genomes . doi:10.1093/molbev/msz037 MBE component ¼ 70%, and S component ¼ 30%). We performed filtering for minimum allele frequency (0.01) and population-based high linkage disequilibrium (0.8) for local ancestry deconvolution procedure. The simulated admixed genomes were then processed with PCAdmix using the simulated proxy sources and the resulting masked and ARB individuals were analyzed through PCA to see their placement relative to source and ancient samples. Median values for PC1 of each group were calculated with an initial PCA with all ARBs (supplementary fig. 19, Supplementary Material online) . Subsequently, one haploid N individual and one haploid S individual with PC1 values closest to the corresponding medians for each ARB group were selected. We then used only these individuals for the second round of PCA. For all PCA with ARBs in the whole study, we used this approach (only one individual for each ARB group) to reduce excessive clustering related to the high number of ARBs. Additionally, ADMIXTURE runs were performed from K ¼ 2 to K ¼ 5 including ARB individuals with simulated modern and ancient samples to show that ARB components make up Indian-like group (supplementary fig. 20 , Supplementary Material online).
PCA and Admixture Analyses
We performed PCA as an established initial screening method on the merged data set using smartpca Price et al. 2006) , using the lsqproject option to project samples with missing genotypes. We used the ADMIXTURE (Alexander et al. 2009 ) software to perform unsupervised clustering of simulated and real data before and after ancestry deconvolution. We used R and ggplot2 package for visualization (Wickham 2017 ; R Development Core Team 2018).
Missingness and Principal Components
We analyzed the correlation between actual missingness (which corresponds to the windows not assigned to N or S ancestry given that our confidence fbk threshold is 0.95) and principal components (supplementary fig. 21 , Supplementary Material online). Average missingness ranges between 0.22 and 0.40 for each population. We found out that there is a correlation between PC1 and missingness for both N and S sets which suggests a positive correlation between missingness and S proportion. This is likely to be related to the existence of West Eurasian (N) component in our S source population, Paniya, which results in lower confidence for ancestry assignment for certain windows during deconvolution. An alternative explanation may involve differential presence of N and S components within the fraction of genome labeled as "unassigned" by our deconvolution approach. We also compared the behavior of ARB and MASK populations on PCA space based on haplotype availability (supplementary fig.  2 , Supplementary Material online). As expected, MASK populations cluster more loosely due to loss of SNP information. We used R and ggpubr package for the analyses (Kassambara 2018; R Development Core Team 2018) .
Frequency-Based Allele-Sharing Analyses
We used Admixtools 4.1 to calculate outgroup f3 in the form f3(X, Y; Yoruba), X being MASK_N and MASK_S populations, Y being all other populations including masked ones. D-Statistics were performed with the same software using qpDstat to test for possible biases. With the same software, we also run the package qpAdm testing all of our South Asian populations and their MASK_N and MASK_S counterparts as a three-way mixture of West Eurasian (Armenia_MLBA) and East (Cambodians, as the best proxy for the documented Austroasiatic admixture event) and South (Onge) Asian groups and using the following populations as outgroups (Kankanaey, Karitiana, Mbuti, Papuan, Ust_Ishim, and Yoruba). We report here all combinations that yielded a qpWave P value > 0.05 and thus accepting the proposed mixture model. We also replicated the analyses using Han Chinese or Chukchis as an alternative proxy for the East Asian component and found no detectable differences between the already low amounts of East Asian components detected by the various runs of qpAdm. Once observed that no MASK_N population retained any South Asian component, we also tested each MASK_N as a three-ways combination of (Anatolia_N or Levant_N), EHG and Iran_N using a different set of outgroups (WHG, Han, Kankanaey, Karitiana, Mbuti, Papuan, Ust_Ishim, and Yoruba). We then used the information gathered from qpAdm to build a qpGraph model of our whole and MASK_N or MASK_S populations, taking four populations representative of the West/South Eurasia cline. Although qpGraph describing MASK_S specific relationships (supplementary fig. 9b and c, Supplementary Material online) and the broader South Asian picture ( fig. 2) were successfully fitted to yield no f2 or f4 outliers with a positive number of degrees of freedom, MASK_N specific qpGraphs (supplementary fig. 9d , Supplementary Material online) were harder to model and, to the best of our efforts, always retained a number of f4 outliers.
Haplostrips
We used Haplostrips (Marnetto and Huerta-S anchez 2017) to visualize the haplotype structure at SLC24A5 locus, using 1000 Genomes populations and MASK_N and MASK_S GIH sample groups. The plotted SNPs were filtered for a populationspecific minor allele frequency >5%. See the application article for further details about the method.
Regions of N/S Admixture Imbalance
We painted every individual using ancestries detected by PCAdmix. Every individual is painted for three components:
(1) N ¼ for the region where the posterior probability is greater than 95% for N component. (2) S ¼ for the region where the posterior probability is greater than 95% for S component. (3) Unknown ¼ for the remaining regions where the posterior assignment probability inferred by PCAdmix is <95% certain of their ancestry.
After painting the individuals, we grouped them by population and counted N and S ancestry haplotypes for every locus per population. We were mainly interested in identifying regions where we observed deviations of ancestry which would suggest recent selection post admixture. Our approach Yelmen et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msz037 MBE is based on three step process for detecting highly deviated ancestral components in multiple Indian populations as follows: We defined the metric, AHFD where freq is the frequency (count/total number) of N and S haplotype, respectively. The total number count for the calculation of frequencies includes the Unknown ancestry, thus not biasing for regions where most of the haplotype is difficult to paint.
We simulated dummy local ancestry of a population to see the efficiency of AHFD over one parental ancestry deviation as was used previously (Jin et al. 2012; Schlebusch et al. 2012; Bhatia et al. 2014; Jeong et al. 2014; Busby et al. 2017; Patin et al. 2017; Pierron et al. 2018) . For our simulations, we closely followed the Gujarati samples present in the Genotype data. We first simulated 0.69/0.31 admixture amount of N/S with standard deviation of 0.13 (with hard limit of around 0 and 1, which means any value lower or higher than that would be converted to 0 or 1 depending on the situation) for 100 individuals (or 200 haplotypes) and 18,569 windows using numpy.random.normal (numpy version 1.14.3) (Jones et al. 2007 ) to get a normal distribution. This produces a true known data set without any missing/unknown data. We then simulated a fraction of true data to be unknown, such fraction is normally distributed with mean 0.35, standard deviation 0.06, and a hard limit from 0 to 1. The unknown portion of data can come from either N or S with a probability generated by another normal distribution with mean 0.5 and standard deviation of 0.1. As the true ancestry haplotypes and unknown ancestry haplotypes are coming from independent normal distributions, there are some positions where unknown N or S haplotypes count are bigger than the true count of N or S haplotypes which cannot be possible in real cases. For those positions, we changed the missing N or S haplotypes count to the highest possibility (which is the true count of N or S haplotypes) and recalculated the total Unknown. We recalculated N and S after removing the missing data from their corresponding ancestry. Thus, these recalculated N, S, and Unknown closely resemble our real data set whose real admixture proportion is known from the previous step.
We then calculated AHFD alongside with previously published methods:
LSAD ¼ countðNÞ countðNÞ þ countðSÞ À countðNÞ countðNÞ þ countðSÞ LSADC ¼ countðNÞ countðNÞ þ countðSÞ þ countðUnknownÞ À countðNÞ countðNÞ þ countðSÞ þ countðUnknownÞ LSAD and LSADC is essentially the same in case of no missing/unknown data. Also in case of no unknown data, AHFD can be shown as AHFD ¼ 2p À 1; where p ¼ countðNÞ countðNÞ þ countðSÞ AHFD values are bounded from À1 to 1 because p is bounded by 0 to 1.
As we know the true admixture proportion for the simulated data (the known data set before Unknown calculation, see above), we used the true fraction of N ancestry in x axis and in the y axis we used LSAD (supplementary fig. 12a , Supplementary Material online), LSADC (supplementary fig.  12b , Supplementary Material online), and AHFD (supplementary fig. 12c , Supplementary Material online) after converting to percentile (for ease of comparison). We used scipy.stats.linregress (version 1.1.0) (Oliphant 2006) to calculate r_value and stderr.
After calculating AHFD for the 25 populations, we wanted to see if our highly deviated ancestral regions were present in multiple populations. Regions above the top 2.5 percentile of the AHFD (corresponding to those showing the most extreme excess of the N component) were each scored as þ1, whereas those below the bottom 2.5 percentile (excess of the S component) were scored as À1. (Step 2). This conservative discretization step was preferable over simple percentile scaling of AHFD to overcome the "ceiling problem." If the admixture proportion of N/S is highly deviated from 0.5, there would be more positions reaching the maximum on one side over the other side (for example; if the admixture proportion is 0.9/0.1, there would be many positions with AHFD score reaching maximum of þ1, hence overpopulation the top 2.5 percentile, but very few if not zero on minimum of À1). Thus, AHFD scores are essentially admixture proportion specific. By choosing to retain the 2.5 percentile, we are essentially taking region which are necessarily <2.5% of the whole genome. This would make our approach more conservative, for example, if there are several positions (>2.5% of the whole data set) which reached the maximum, and therefore with the same value, none of them would be taken into consideration for step 3.
Ancestry-Specific Analyses of South Asian Human Genomes . doi:10.1093/molbev/msz037 MBE After applying these criteria to every population, we simply sum over all the results (step 3). A high positive value signifies the N component reached high frequency in multiple South Asian populations, potentially through the action of natural selection, whereas high negative value signifies the S component reached high frequency South Asian populations, again potentially through the action of natural selection. As empirical ranking score can be enriched for randomly drifted regions, we sum it over populations and concentrate upon regions which are outliers in multiple populations, thus pointing toward a consistent pattern across South Asia, which is less likely to be caused by random drift. We then converted the values to percentile score using Python Pandas (0.20.3) rank method with pct¼True (McKinney 2010).
Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online.
